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Some go through their whole lives looking for their other half...some are pieces of three.

Of all the different shifter species in the Okeanos Archipelago, none is more feared than the Lykans, the wolf
shifters, diseased, destructive thieves who had been ostracized decades ago. In fact, history shows that no
human has ever survived mating with a Lykan.

As liaison between the humans and the shifters for Anthros Island, all Alyssa Wilkinson wants is to become
an ambassador and explore the archipelago to study the species she'd been fascinated with her whole life.
She only needs to gain her confidence and overcome her fear of water.

With disease ravaging their females, Lykan shifters, Julian Chalis, and Porter Galen have come to Anthros
searching for a cure. Captured, their only hope is found in a tiny human with large principles.

When the three of them are shipwrecked on an isolated island after a storm, Julian and Porter find themselves
in the middle of the Lykan lunar mating cycle. Both wanting Alyssa, they give into their desires and choose
to share her, never realizing they could be risking her life.

However, when Alyssa falls ill, Julian and Porter must return to Anthros, the island of the enemy, to save the
one they love.

Pieces of Three is a paranormal stand-alone ménage romance (MFM).
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From reader reviews:

Jimmy Borrelli:

The book Pieces of Three make one feel enjoy for your spare time. You should use to make your capable
considerably more increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting stress or having big problem
with your subject. If you can make examining a book Pieces of Three to get your habit, you can get more
advantages, like add your own personal capable, increase your knowledge about several or all subjects. You
can know everything if you like open up and read a e-book Pieces of Three. Kinds of book are a lot of. It
means that, science guide or encyclopedia or other folks. So , how do you think about this e-book?

Lillie Corley:

What do you concerning book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you really need
something to explain what the one you have problem? How about your time? Or are you busy person? If you
don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored faster. And you
have time? What did you do? Every person has many questions above. The doctor has to answer that
question since just their can do that will. It said that about e-book. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is
suitable. Because start from on kindergarten until university need this Pieces of Three to read.

Sandra Castillo:

Reading can called head hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book specially book
entitled Pieces of Three your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every
aspect that maybe unknown for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging every single word written in
a guide then become one form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get previous to. The Pieces
of Three giving you one more experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful facts
for your better life within this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and
mind will probably be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning an activity. Do you want to
try this extraordinary paying spare time activity?

Guadalupe McCoy:

Would you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Try to
pick one book that you never know the inside because don't determine book by its protect may doesn't work
here is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in the outside look
likes. Maybe you answer might be Pieces of Three why because the fantastic cover that make you consider
about the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content is usually fantastic as the outside or
perhaps cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly direct you to pick up this book.
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